Hi, I have a monitor that is 1080p with both DVI and VGA input, however, my motherboard only has a VGA output. More about: vga dvi adapter quality loss. Forum, Solved HDMI to HDMI + Audio Out OR HDMI to DVI + Audio (quality loss?)

DVI to HDMI adapter quality loss.

DVI to HDMI adapter quality loss?
I first used the HDMI port of my S2440L using a DVI-HDMI adapter, but then I eventually And digital interfaces might do a bit better for no-data/no-quality loss. The DVI-to-VGA adapter can either be a cable or a small device (shown above). These two technologies may cause you to experience a loss of video quality. I attempted to use one of my M-DP (mini-displayport) to HDMI adapters, this forced the TV to detect the signal as DVI and the quality was great but it was short. Importer520 Gold Plated HDMI Female to DVI-D Male Video Adapter has been working flawlessly, and there appears to be absolutely no loss in video quality. No signal conversion is necessary, nor is there a loss of video quality when a DVI-to-HDMI adapter is used. The CEC (Consumer Electronics Control). The Gefen HDMI to DVI Locking Adapter cable provides a solution for securely instead of using a single long cable - with no loss of quality or signal integrity. It only has HDMI inputs (2x). My GPU has (2x) DVI output connectors. Any opinions on using a DVI to HDMI adapter cable, loss/gain of quality on monitor etc. Tx.

Buy a StarTech.com Travel A/V adapter: 3-in-1 mDP to VGA / DVI / HDMI converter or other Monitor Cables/Adapters at CDW.com. Find the right surge protector to prevent equipment loss. Up to 1920x1200/1080p you can convert a Mini DisplayPort video source to VGA, HDMI, or DVI without sacrificing video quality. Regarding the loss of signal quality with long VGA cables, if that is an issue then there is simply no way to use a passive adapter as DVI-D/Display Port/HDMI.
Cables & Connectors at Walmart.com - and save. Buy Tripplite P130000 DVI To HDMI Gold Adapter - DVI-d (digital) Male To HDMI Female at a great price.

When I connect them via laptop - HDMI cable - HDMI-DVI adaptor - monitor (the contrast and sharpness settings, but I can't get the same image quality. this is sorta true too, a mainstream A/D conversion can cause a loss in fidelity.

You could buy an adapter, but yeah dunno why they would ditch the dvi. You'll have no issue, an HDMI to DVI cord results in no quality loss as the pin count. All our cables are sourced from quality suppliers, both local and international. Our HDMI cables are shielded to provide protection against quality loss. DVI (DVI-D) Female to HDMI Male Adapter, Gold Plated, Genuine CPO Branded from my laptop to DVI-D for display on a HD monitor with no loss of quality. Sale of signal converters such as HDTV, DVI, HDMI, PAL, NTSC, SECAM, RGB, CGA, EGA, VGA, SVGA, XGA, PC VGA WUXGA to Video Converter - save 50% the loss over the distance is usually not a problem, but video quality is low!

Is TV - HDMI - DVI adapter - Computer going to create any loss of quality? and still allow me to do 4k @ 60hz? I know a dual link DVI cable can't support 4K. Outputs that to a monitor without quality loss (DVI-D, HDMI or Display port) putting the two side by side, will getting a VGA to DVI adapter improve things at all? AudioQuest Right-Angled 90 Degree W HDMI Adapter has a female socket at each end, gold-plated for the best quality contact and no signal loss. Useful adapter cable that allows connection an Apple laptop with a Mini-DVI port.
FARSTRIDER High Quality HDMI Switcher + Amplifier 5 in 1 out (5x1) with IR identical to the input signal and transmit image and audio simultaneously without any loss in quality.

Compatible with DVI through a HDMI to DVI adapter.